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1RESIDENTIAL GARDEN

Scale: 1:100
Made using vectorworks
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RESIDENTIAL GARDEN

View from extensions doors in Summer 
Mediums used: Watercolour paint and pencils, Photoshop



3SCHOOL GARDEN

Scale: 1:100

QUADRANGLE

Made using vectorworks



4SCHOOL GARDEN
QUADRANGLE
Mediums used: Sketchup, Photoshop
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5SCHOOL GARDEN
QUADRANGLE

Right: View across courtyard from the leftduring the 
day in Summertime.

Bottom: View across courtyard from the picnic area 
on the right during the day in Summertime

Mediums used: Sketchup, Photoshop

Here I used sculpture in a way to lead the eye, so I 
placed three concrete spheres of varying sizes for the 
art department to get their hands on and get the kids 
involved. 

Trees encircle the quad to create a 
cloister, giving shelter from prevailing winds from the 
coast.



6SCHOOL GARDEN

Scale: 1:75

COURTYARD

Made using vectorworks

A Shade Garden



7SCHOOL GARDEN
COURTYARD

Mediums used: Sketchup, Twinmotion, 
Photoshop
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8SCHOOL GARDEN
COURTYARD

Right: View down path with water during 
the day in Springtime

Bottom: View across both central beds 
during the day in Springtime

Mediums used: Sketchup, Photoshop

A central bed is kept at the same level as the 
terrace above, while the other grades down with 
the wheelchair accessable ramp from the S.E.N.D 
classroom to provide three-dimensional 
interest.

Planting is lush for semi-shade

This space is designed to be shared by both 
the the staff room and the S.E.N.D class-
room, providing privacy for both. 

I achieved this by using slatted black, 
staggered timber screens of varying heights 
to allow for views when walking around, but 
privacy when seated.



9HISTORIC GARDEN

MASTERPLAN

ISOKON BUILDING

Scale: 1:200

Made using vectorworks
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HISTORIC GARDEN
ISOKON BUILDING FORECOURT
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Mediums used: Sketchup, Twinmotion, 
Photoshop

View through forecourt at dawn during 
the Summer
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HISTORIC GARDEN
ISOKON BUILDING FORECOURT

Left: View towards stairwell during the day

Right: View towards garage during the day in the Summer

Bottom: View across forecourt early evening in the Summer

Mirroring the shapes and angles of the architecture onto the ground in 
this North London grade two listed block of flats, demonstrates the 
importance of anchoring a building to it’s surroundings and paying 
homage to the style it was created in, without creating a pastiche.

Mediums used: Sketchup, Twinmotion, 
Photoshop



12HISTORIC GARDEN
ISOKON BUILDING 
PENTHOUSE ROOF TERRACE

A balmy summers evening on the Isokon roof, 
with a view to the forecourt below

Mediums used: Sketchup, Twinmotion, 
Photoshop
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HISTORIC GARDEN
ISOKON BUILDING 
PENTHOUSE ROOF TERRACE

Mediums used: Sketchup, 
Twinmotion, Photoshop

Right: Penthouse view across water at dusk in the Summer

Bottom: View back to penthouse during the day in the Summer

The levels in this penthouse roof terrece provided an interesting 
challenge, met by using steps and sloping beds in different 
angles. The water feature and paths are alligned with views 
from the penthouse doors and windows. 

The water feature has a false bottom, making it light weight 
while giving the appearance of a larger body of water.



14ISOKON BUILDING
RAISED BED DETAIL

Freestanding, lightweight 75mm wide planting bed walls can 
be constructed by cladding a timber frame with cement 
boards on both sides to create the shape and thickness.  
The inside is then painted with a waterproofing paint and a 
silicon render applied to the exterior to the desired finish and 
colour.  

An alternative method would be to use a ‘Jesmonite’ 
specialist to create an eco-friendly freeflowing, modular 
structure to be ‘bolted’ together on site. 



15LIGHTING PLAN

Made using vectorworks, Sketchup and Twinmotion
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Scale: 1:100

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT PLAN

Made using vectorworks



17CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

Made using vectorworks
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CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

Made using vectorworks



19PLANTING PLAN
PRIORY SCHOOL QUAD

Made using vectorworks
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PLANTING PLAN
PRIORY SCHOOL QUAD

Made using vectorworks
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PLANTING ELEVATION

Made using vectorworks
Elevation drawn with 
watercolour pencils


